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Fill In Players, Forfeits and Walkovers 
 
This is a summary of the rules – please see the By Laws for full information. These rules are covered 
under EDJBA By Laws 11, 12, 13 & 14 and are available here.  
 

Minimum Number of Players 

Teams need a minimum of four players on the court to commence a game. The team does not have 
to have five players. If a team doesn’t have four players, they are penalised one point per minute up 
to the first ten minutes. If after ten minutes the team still does not have four players a walkover will 
be given to the other team (see further information below). 
 

Fill In Players 
Clubs and teams are encouraged to find “fill in” players if a team is likely to be short of players, in 
order to avoid a forfeit or walkover. During grading in particular, we are keen for all teams to play 
so that teams can be graded as accurately as possible. If key players are missing, this information can 
be passed on by clubs and taken into account in the grading. The more games played, the more 
information can be used in grading. 
 
If a team does not have four players and a “fill in” player is required the following should be 
considered: 

• A player can fill in in the same age group, provided they fill in for a team in a higher section (A, 
B, C, D). For example: 

o An U13C grade player can fill in for U13A or U13B teams 

o An U13CB or U13C2 player cannot fill in for a team in the same section (U13C) even if the 
team is in a higher grade in that section eg U13CA or U13C1 

o An U13A player cannot fill in for another U13 team 

• A player can play up an age group, however a player can only drop one section. For example:  

o An U13B player can play U15A, B or C grade, but not D grade  

o An U15A player can play U17 A or B grade but not C grade 

A player not playing the current season with an EDJBA club, may "fill in" at any level subject to being 
the appropriate age and gender, and not requiring a clearance from another club. 

Important: a player should never play under another player’s name. This a reportable offence and 
both the coach and player can be reported. 

When adding fill-in players to PlayHQ, please ensure you add the player’s correct first and last name, 
date of birth and singlet number, as this helps us to quickly process whether the player was eligible 
to play. 

 

Forfeits and Walkovers 
If a team cannot find eligible fill ins and has less than four players available, there are two options: 

• Recruit ineligible players to play the game, and the game will be a forfeit (preferred option) 

• Give a walkover (a walkover fine is payable) 

 
A forfeit game ensures that those players from both teams who want to play, get to have a game, 
and no fine is incurred – this is a better outcome for everyone. It also gives us some information 
during the grading process. 
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A walkover will incur a fine to the Club. The current walkover fine is $90 for the first two walkovers 
given by any team, $110 for the third walkover. A team that gives two walkovers in a season can be 
disqualified from the competition.  
 

Forfeits  
Forfeit games occur when a team plays an ineligible player. An ineligible player could be: 

• someone from the same age group and section eg U13C grade playing in another U13 C 

grade game 

• someone from a higher age group eg U15 player playing in an U13 game 

• someone from a lower age group but too high a section eg an U11A grade player playing 

U13 C grade 

 
A team without four eligible players can play a FORFEIT game by playing an ineligible player to make 
up the numbers to at least four, so being able to make up a team to play the game and thus avoiding 
a walkover. These games count for premiership points. Forfeit game scores stand unless the 
forfeiting team wins (see below). 
 

Walkovers 
If a team does not have four eligible or ineligible players within ten minutes of the scheduled starting 
time, then the team has given a walkover. The opposing team is awarded a 20-0 score. A walkover 
incurs a fine of $90.  
 

Comparison between Forfeits and Walkovers 
 

 Normal Game Forfeit Walkover 

No of 
players 

At least four 
eligible* players  

At least four eligible* or 
ineligible** players 

Less than four eligible* or 
ineligible** players within 
ten minutes of start time 

Premiership 
points  

• Winner 3 

• Loser 1 

• Draw 2 each 
(Points can vary 
during grading) 

• Team not giving 
forfeit 3 

• Team giving forfeit 1 

• Team not giving walkover 3 

• Team giving walkover 0 
 

Score As per score sheet • As per score sheet if 
team not giving 
forfeit wins 

• 2 to non forfeiting 
team and 0 to 
forfeiting team, if 
forfeiting team wins 

• 20 to team not giving 
walkover 

• 0 to team giving walkover 

Fine NA $0 $90*** 

*Eligible player – under the relevant age, if from the same or a younger age group, then from an 
eligible team 

** Ineligible player – anyone who isn’t eligible 
*** $110 for third walkover given by a team 

 

Wherever possible, we encourage clubs to proactively consider fill-in players rather than giving 
walkovers. 


